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Mr. Kamal was the producer of most of the dramas by Momtazuddin Ahmed. Humayun Ahmed's

“Ditiyo Jonmo” was one of the remarkable dramas that have been produced by Mr. Kamal. It has to be

mentioned that Mostofa Kamal Syed has produced dramas of many senior playwrights but he had

produced only few dramas of the newcomer playwrights. But still he is making a science fiction drama

serial titled “Grohokonna” which is being telecasted on NTV. Nobody has shown the bravery to telecast

the serial due to it is a science fiction drama serial where Mr. Kamal has managed to telecast the

drama by giving some suggestions to the director. Although he didn't give voice in any commercial

advertisements but he has given a background voice to the program called “Ogrojo” which is a

program based on senior citizens. Mostofa Kamal Syed is also fascinated on cricket. He has not only

shown his fascination on cricket but also tried and encouraged on how television can be used for

cricket to reach the audiences. That is why nowadays the audiences of Bangladesh can watch the LIVE

cricket match even the World Cup.

Overall, due to the unique countenance of Bangladesh Television's screen and the clarity of its

characteristics, viewers of all ages can enjoy the television program sitting together. Mostofa Kamal

Syed was the leader behind making these clean characteristics of television – nobody can argue with

that. The man who is opposed to the promotion is still spending his every moment for the

development of television. It can be an inspiring thing for the youth of this age that some people do

exist who don't think of their own self-development but rather think about the development of the

organizations they work for.

The position of General Manger at Bangladesh Television is very much important. The holder of that

position actually controls everything of the television's screen. Usually one from the producers gets
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selected for taking the responsibility. This policy has been coming out for long time. Initially the title of

this position was Commissioner. After Mustafizur Rahman took this position of commissioner the title

has been changed into General Manager. If anyone from the producers gets selected for the position of

General Manager then he has to work for the administration of television. Producers are usually busy

with the creative works where as a general manager he has to work with the administrative things

and that makes so many troubles sometimes. Once Mustafa Monowar wrote while being a

commissioner “8 taka” instead of writing “Car has to be provided at 8 AM” in the permit to provide car

for an important program. The producer became bewildered seeing that 8 taka note and that put

Mustafa Monowar under a lot of stresses.

Abdullah Al Mamun had an important recording session for a drama. But he was not able to come to

the recording session. Because, he was at that time taking the responsibility of an acting

commissioner. And as a commissioner he had to make a tough decision in a meeting at that time. The

higher officials of Information Ministry were present at the meeting. The topic of the meeting was

regarding the maintenance of the toilet. It was so weird that a creative person is busy in making

decisions about the toilet's maintenance. Because of all these matters once it has been thought that

would it be good if there are two persons in the position of commissioner. One will look after the

programs and other will take care of the management and administration.
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